Introduction
It has been realized for some time that the energy loss characteristics of protons and other heavy charged particles could be used to obtain radiographs. At first; the major interest in this new modality centered on its inherently higher contrast compared with x rays.
Calculations have shown that this modality also provides better integrated density, or pathlength, information per unit dose for thick biological specimens than does the conventional x-ray modality.
This latter advantage could be important in the application of heavy charged particles to medical computed tomography (CT).
Present day commercial x-ray CT units deliver skin doses ranging from about 1 rad to well over 10 rads.5 Furthermore, the resolving power attainable with protons is comparable to that achieved in the x-ray units where the limitation appears to be related to the maximum allowable patient dose.
Summary of Calculations
In the CT method, the two-dimensional density distribution in a plane through a specimen is reconstructed from a series of one-dimensional integrated density distributions taken through that section at various angles. The proton CT technique obtains the integrated density distributions, or projections, by measuring the energy lost by protons which traverse the specimen. The uncertainty in the integrated density is the result of energy loss straggling. Detailed calculations5 have been performed by one of the authors (KMH) to compare the proton and x-ray doses required to produce reconstructions of identical density resolution. In the proton calculation, it was assumed that the uncertainty in the pathlength for one proton is given by the range straggling.7 A correction was made for the fraction of incident protons which undergo nuclear interaction rendering them unusable. The x-ray dose was calculated using the energy absorption coefficient and the backscatter factor. Both proton and x-ray depth dose distributions were taken into account assuming a series of scans ing the measurements the phantom was moved under ter control through the water bath across the bea the end of each traverse, the phantom was rotate computer command before a new traverse was begur position reproducibilities of the scanning servc nisms were ± 0.2 mm in translation and ± 0.1 deg rotation.
Besides the water bath and the phantom, the ficant material in the beam before the HPGe dete consisted of 0.32 cm plexiglas and 0.32 cm alumi the walls of the water tub, 0.64 cm of plastic E llator in S1 and S2, and 0.73 g/cm2 of polyethyl placed between PC and S1 to adjust the mean resi energy detected in HPGe. Two ADC's were run in parallel measuring thn pulse height and the proton position at PC. Eve pileup was eliminated through the use of fast logic.
The event data were read into a PDP-11/45 computer and put on magnetic tape for later analysis. The use of Nuclear Enterprises 9060 buffered CAMAC analog-to-digital converters (ADC) permitted an average data acquisition rate of 740 events per second with about 50% electronic deadtime at a LAMPF beam duty factor of 6%.
Experimental Results 805s 160-TIME (min) Figure 4 The Figure 3 . The mean residual energy was then expressed in terms of residual range using a power law relationship. The calibration of the residual range was accomplished by scanning a teflon step wedge. The residual range in the water bath was determined at the beginning and end of each traverse. These residual ranges were subtracted from the intermediate scan values using linear interpolation, thus expressing the scan data in terms of residual range relative to water. At each scan point the data were binned according to the proton position in PC into eight 2 mm wide bins. After fitting these eight energy distributions, eight residual ranges were calculated.
A filtered backprojections algorithm was used to produce a reconstruction with 1.25 mm x 1.25 mm pixel size. A Hanning filter that dropped to 0.5 at one half the Nyquist frequency was incorporated. The exit position information contained in the eight residual ranges at each scanner position was included by backprojecting along a straight line which approximated the most probable curved path followed by the protons reaching the respective bins in PC.
The proton CT reconstruction of the 29 cm phantom is displayed in Figure 5 . The Figure 6 . The 320 x 320 data matrix from the EMI scan has been spatially filtered to Figure 5 452.
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Figure 5 is 1.28. It is nearly the same as the ratio of the r.m.s. noise level in Figure 6 to that in a normal EMI 5005 20 sec scan. We conclude that the normal EMI scan produces an image with approximately the same density resolution as our proton scan. The net average dose advantage of the proton scan over the EMI x-ray scan is thus 2.2/0.6 = 3.7. This agrees well with the calculated dose advantage when one takes into account that in the present experiment half the protons reaching S1 were not used because they fell outside the 2 cm circle in S2.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the application of protons to computed tomography can result in a significant dose advantage relative to x rays. Thus, at the same dose as is delivered by contemporary commercial x-ray scanners, a proton scanner could produce reconstructions with a factor of 2 or more improvement in density resolution. Whether such an improvement can result in significantly better diagnoses of human disease is an open question which can only be answered by the implementation of a proton scanner in a clinical situation.
The advantages of proton over x-ray CT tion, the important diagnostic use of contrast agents is precluded.
